TDAP LICENCE FOR ACADEMIC USERS

1 Motivation

TDAP ("Time Dependent Ab-initio Package") is a suite of computer software targeting for quantum dynamic simulation of electron-nuclear systems from first principles. It has been devised for general use in research practice within academic community. Some conditions have been defined for the use, distribution, and modification of TDAP, which the authors consider fair and within the common practices in academic community.

2 Definitions

Authors  “The Authors” include: Sheng Meng, Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences; Efthimios Kaxiras, Harvard University.

Developers The TDAP team ("the Developers") includes the Authors and:

• Chao Lian, Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences
• Peiwei You, Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences
• Jin Zhang, Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences
• Wei Ma, Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences
• Yang Jiao, Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences
• Yi Gao, Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences
• Junhyeok Bang, Korea Basic Science Institute
• Shengbai Zhang, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Copyright-Holder “The Copyright-Holder” is Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences.

Distributor The valid Distributor of the TDAP package ("The Distributor") is the Copyright-Holder as specified above.

TDAP package “The TDAP package” is the suite of software, including the TDAP program itself, but also all other softwares, documentation, scripts, and ancillary support material distributed as a single entity. This Licence covers the entirety of said data.

Licensee “The Licensee” is the person (never an institution) to whom the TDAP package is distributed (under the terms of this Licence) by the Distributor. They are bound by this agreement.

3 Limitation of Use and Modification

• The use of TDAP under the present Licence is restricted solely to academic institutions (including universities and non-military public research laboratories) and for academic purposes only.
• TDAP package uses part of SIESTA package. The users are required to obtain permissions of using SIESTA. The acceptance of the TDAP license implies the acceptance of SIESTA licence.
• The permission of usage and modification of TDAP package is granted by the Copyright-Holder with a formal Agreement.
• The Developers reserve the right to maintain the current stage and further development of TDAP package. The Developers do not have an obligation to support and update the software, and do not bear any related costs.
• If any modifications were made to TDAP package, licensees must submit their modifications to the Authors.
• The Licensee is hereby provided with a non-exclusive, royalty-free right to use any part of the TDAP package, and to display, publish, perform, or otherwise use results obtained by use of the TDAP package in any form, subject to the restriction that in any paper or other academic publication containing results wholly or partially derived from the results of using TDAP package, the following papers must be cited in the normal manner:


Other papers relevant to TDAP package and methods should be cited as best scientific practice dictates.

• The Copyright-Holder has the right to terminate this Licence at any time.

4 Redistribution

• The Copyright-Holder reserves the exclusive right to distribute the TDAP package.
• Licensees have no right to distribute the TDAP package, a modified or alternative version thereof, or any other program making direct use of parts of the TDAP package, without the prior written consent of the Copyright-Holder.

5 All Other Rights

• All other rights not explicitly mentioned in this document are reserved. In particular, the Authors reserve all rights to resolve any and all conflicts arising in the development and distribution policies of the TDAP package.
• Without accepting the Licence, a prospective Licensee does not have the right to use or modify the TDAP package.
• Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this Licence document, but changing it is not permitted.
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